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THE FULNESS
OF THE

HOLY SPIRIT.

1FEEL greatly the responsibility
of speaking to you on this all-

important theme, and I am
sure you feel the responsibility of
having to listen. The word of
truth never leaves us as it finds us,
and I have no doubt that this hour

is going to tell in the lives of scores
now present.

J
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The text is Ephesians v. 18, " Be
filled with the Spirit." There are
no less than seven words employed
in the New Testament to set forth

the mission and ministry of the
Holy Spirit in relation to the believ
er, the gift, the sealing, the indwell
ing, the earnest, the anointing, the

baptism, and the filling of the Spirit.
We must not regard these words
as synonymous. They are flashes
from the diamond of truth, indicat
ing some of its many facets.

A Seven-fold Blessing.

By the " gift" of the Spirit is
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meant that the Father has fulfilled

the promise to bestow the Spirit
upon the church. Before His as

cension, Jesus said that the promise

would be fulfilled upon His return

to heaven, and ten days after, the

Spirit was thus given to the church,
and to believers respectively, so

that we may not now ask for the
gift of the Holy Spirit. That prom
ise has been fulfilled. The Father

has given Him, and it is only for
us to take.

By the " sealing" is meant that
God has put His mark upon those
He has redeemed, and who, by faith.
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have entered into salvation. Just

as timber receives the stamp of the

buyer, later to be floated down to

its destination, so the believer, pur
chased and possessed, but not yet
fully redeemed, has received the

stamp of the Holy Spirit. That is

the force of the passage in Ephes-

ians which speaks of " the redemp
tion of the purchased possession."
We who are Christ's have already
been purchased by Him and are His
possession, but we have not yet
reached our destination. Mean

while we bear the mark of our

Owner.

The Fulness of the Holy Spirit

By the " indwelling" is meant
that, mystically, but very really,
our bodies are the " temples of the
Holy Spirit " who dwells in us. We
are not our own; we are bought
with a price, and are exhorted,
therefore, to glorify God in our
bodies which are His. So that any
misuse of the body is sacrilege, for

we are temples.

By the " earnest " of the Spirit is
meant that we have in Him a fore

taste of what awaits us in fulness

when redemption is accomplished.
As the grapes brought out into the
wilderness from Canaan showed the
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•quality of the fruit which the

Israelites might enjoy to the full in
the land so the Spirit is the fore
taste of heavenly fulness.' As the

engagement ring is the indication
and earnest to a young woman of a '
closer fellowship, a more holy inti- '
macy with her beloved, so the Holy '
Spirit is the guarantee and evidence,
the promise and assurance of the

•completion of that which is here
■and now commenced.

By the " anointing " of the Spirit
the New Testament seems to point '
to a special blessing in view of ser
vice. Our Lord thiis was blessed •

on the eve of His three and one-half
years ministry, and the apostle John
speaks of the anointing which we
receive, so that, taught of God, we
are equipped and endued for service.

The Baptism and the Filling.

There remain two other words,
the " baptism " and the " fi lling " of
the Spirit. Some students of Scrip
ture regard these words as inter
changeable. There are others who
regard the " baptism " as a blessing
to be sought and found by the
believer. Others, again, sharply
distinguish between these two ideas.

rpjn»m
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But all must agree that the "filling"
of the Spirit is a blessing into which
the believer may or may not enter.
Let us understand that the exhor
tation in Ephesians v. 18 is to
believers, for all the epistles were
written to these, and hence it is
pointless, if it be that all believers,
as such, are necessarily fi lled with
the Spirit. There is no such exhor
tation in the New Testament with
reference to the other blessing. It
nowhere says " be ye baptised with
the Holy Spirit." There must,
therefore, be a distinction between
the " baptism " and the " fi lling " of
the Spirit.

I want to say to you quite frankly
that the blessing which is extended
to us, we should seek and receive
whatever we may call it. What
matters first of all is the thing itself,
and after that, we may give, and
must give attention to our termin
ology. If the Spirit has been
pleased to use certain words to
indicate certain truths, we cannot
run them all together and say it
does not matter which we use. The
" baptism " of the Spirit in the evan
gelical records points forward to a
blessing yet to come : " Ye shall be
baptised with the Holy Spirit." In
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the first chapter of the Acts the
prophetic .finger is still pointing to
an experience that awaited the

believer. Turning to the epistles,
we find in 1 Corinthians xii. a refer

ence to the baptism of the Spirit,
but it is no longer prophetic. It is
historic, and points back to some
thing acQorriplished : " By one Spirit
were we.all baptised into one body.';
If the evangelical records point
forward,and the apostolic writing's
point back, at what point do these

prophetic .and bistoric references
nieet? . Unmistakably in the second
chapter of-the! Acts. On the day oJ^
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Pentecost all believers were, by the

baptism of the Spirit, constituted
the body of Christ; and since then,,
every separate believer, every soul
accepting Christ in simple faith, has,
in that moment, and by that act,

been made partaker of the blessing
of the baptism. It is not, therefore,
a blessing which the believer is to
seek and receive subsequent to the
hour of his conversion.

A Blessing That Awaits.

There is a blessing of the Spirit,
nevertheless, which awaits us, and
it is indicated in the passage before
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US: " Be filled with the Spirit." I
want to say a word, in passing", on

the fact of this blessing. John the
Baptist was filled with the Spirit
from his birth. Elizabeth was filled

with the Spirit. Zacharias was filled
with the Spirit. The disciples were,
on the day of Pentecost, filled with

the Spirit. Peter before the council,
in chapter four of the Acts, was
filled with the Spirit. The praying
disciples in the upper room were re
filled with the Holy Spirit. The
first deacons were filled with the

Spirit. The martyr Stephen was
filled with the Spirit, and Saul at

Damascus was. filled with the Spirit.
There can, therefore, be no doubt

as to the fact.

Now, if you look at these pas

sages in relation to the day of
Pentecost, two facts will emerge.

First, that before the church was
formed on that day, and before
Christ ascended into glory, believ
ers had the filling of the Spirit
without the baptism. And second,
that after the day of Pentecost,
believers having become members
of Christ's mystical body by the
baptism of the Spirit, might know
nothing of the fulness of the Spirit,
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I.

or might be filled, and often filled.
Therefore, bearing in mind that
there is a blessing for us, a Spirit-
blessing quite definite, whatever at
the moment we may call it, let us
pursue that blessing until we pos
sess it; and then, when in the enjoy
ment of it, let us pay attention to
the terminology.

What is the Nature of this Blessing?

I would point out, first of all, that
the case in the passage before us is
the dative; and may more accur
ately be translated, " Be filled by
the Spirit"; but all the references

to this " filling " in the Acts are in
the genitive, not the dative, " Be
filled of the Spirit." From these

two passages we learn that the
Spirit is at once the content of the
filling, and the agent. " Be filled
of the Spirit" refers to Him as the
content; "Be filled by the Spirit"
refers to Him as the agent.

This brings us into touch with a
great truth which is set forth every
where in the writings of the apostle
Paul, namely, the Lordship of
Christ as distinct from Flis Saviour-

ship. You recall that, before our
Lord ascended. He said to His dis-
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ciples that when the Spirit came He
would not speak of Himself, but
whatever He heard that should He

speak, and He would show them

things to come. Our Lord said,

" He will take of My things and
reveal them unto you." Just as

Christ came to make known and to

magnify the Father, the Spirit has
come to make known and magnify

Christ. Any emphasis, therefore,
upon the Holy Spirit which does not
give Christ the place that belongs
to Him in the whole scheme and ex

perience of truth, is a pseudo doc
trine of the Spirit.

But you ask, "What, precisely,
is meant by the fulness of the Holy
Spirit? " And my answer is.

The Lordship of Christ in the
Believer's Life.

And if you ask, " Is Christ not
Lord in the life of every believer? "
sorrowfully, the answer must be,
" No, He is not." He is the Saviour

of all believers. They are delivered
from the guilt of sin and from its
ultimate penalty, but, alas! all do
not know the blessedness of His

lordship. We apprehend Him as
Saviour by faith on the ground of
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His finished work of what He has

done for us; but He did that for
us only that He might do something
in us. We are trusting that act

wrought on Calvary, but, it may be,
we are not letting Him work out in
us all the consequences of His re
deeming passion.

What is the significance of the
convention movement throughout
the world? It is not an evangel

istic movement. The aim is not to

preach the Gospel that sinners may
be saved, though many are saved,
but it is a mission to believers, who
are exhorted, not to repose faith in
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Christ as the sacrifice for sin, but to
accept the implicates of that exper- *
ience, in life and service, under the
domination of Christ as Lord.

That is the significance of the ful
ness of the Spirit. When Christ is
enthroned in the life as Master, as
Lord of all, that soul is filled with
the Holy Spirit. We sing:

" Thou, O Christ, art all I want.
More than all in Thee I find."

Where that is said and sung
truly, the singer is filled with the

Holy Spirit. Where Christ is
enthroned within, where His Lord

ship over all the life is acknow-

Mki
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ledged, so that everything that

concerns us is referred to Him, and

we gladly confess that we are His

bond-slaves—I say, where that is
the experience, the believer is filled
with the Spirit. Where it is not,
he is not filled with the Spirit. But
some one may ask.

How is this brought about?

It is brought about by the Holy
Spirit Himself, who is here to ad
minister in us the rule of Jesus
Christ. He personally is exalted at
the right hand of God, but He is
represented on earth by His Spirit,
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as during the days of His own

earthly ministry He represented the

Father. The Spirit, therefore, is

not only the content of the filling.

but also the agent of it. He occu

pies in this dispensation, in the
believer and the church, much the

same position that the Viceroy of
India, occupies in relation to the
sovereign of Great Britain. He is
virtually king in India, but we dis
tinguish between him in his personal
and official capacities. In his
official capacity he cannot speak on
his own authority. He is a repres
entative. He is there to administer
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the rule of the British sovereign.

And so the Holy Spirit in the church
and in the believer, in this dispensa
tion, is here to administer the rule

of the risen Lord. He has not come

to speak of Himself. As an artist

would show his pictures, standing
behind it, and not having even his
finger tips showing, getting behind
his picture and pushing it forward,
—so Christ came to present the
Father, and so the Spirit has come
to present Christ.

Therefore, where much is made
of Christ the Spirit is active; but if,
in what claims to be a doctrine or

movement of the Spirit, little is
made of Christ, I do not hesitate to

say it is a pseudo doctrine, and a
pseudo movement.

The fulness, therefore, of the

Holy Spirit, as to its nature, is
Christ enthroned in the life of the

believer as Lord and Master of all.

And that divine rule is administered

by the Holy Spirit. Here, a word
must be said as to

Who are the Subjects of this

Filling? .

Well, who are warned against

foolishness and intemperance in the

J
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preceding verses? Surely not min
isters only, or Christian workers,

but all believers. Thus the " fill

ing " is for all believers, and it is

not only a privilege but a duty. It

is as definite a command, and as
obligatory as the command to the

sinner to believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ and be saved. We owe it

to ourselves to obey. We can never
realise ourselves, our Christian
manhood and womanhood, except
in this way. We owe it to others

also, for God communicates with

others by means of us, and if we
are not right with Him, the com

munication is faulty. We owe it
further to God, Avho has redeemed

us that His purposes might be ful
filled in us, and that salvation might
be worthily presented through us
to a needy world. It is a duty as
well as a privilege. We owe it, I
say, to ourselves, and to others, and
to our risen Lord.

But now, as to the actual experi

ence. We have considered the fact

of the blessing, and the nature of it,
and the subjects of it; but

How is this to become

Experimental ?

1 want to be very practical here
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and to speak from my own experi
ence, and out of an observation
extending across many years in the
convention movement where this is

one of the fundamental and central

truths. Therefore, let me say some

thing first of all, about what this
experience is not, necessarily.

1. It is not necessarily a drastic
experience. It may be. I have
known it to be. I have known

people to pass through an experi
ence that was simply volcanic. The
whole life seemed turned upside
down and inside out. But this is

not necessary; it is not of the

I
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essence but of the incidence of the

thing.

2. Neither is it necessarily a

strange and strong emotion. That

may accompany it, but it is not of
the essence of it. I have seen people

pass into the blessing of the Spirit
without any evidence of emotion,
but just quietly and restfully. On
the other hand, I have seen aud
iences swept with the Spirit of God
in such a way that relief was given
only in tears. But let us distinguish
between the essence of the thing
and the mere accompaniments of it.
Temperament counts for much. We
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may expect strange and strong
emotion in Walf^s amongst a natur
ally excitable people, when we
would not expect it in Scotland,

where people pride themselves on
their self-control. The difference

is one of temperament. Do not let

us suppose because in certain direc
tions people do not express them
selves loudly that, therefore, the
work done is not as genuine and
deep as where people of a different
temperament are swayed by emo
tion.

3. It is not necessarily accom
panied by ecstatic joy. It may be.

In my own experience it was " joy
tmspeakable and full of glory." The
joy became a pain, and as I walked
up and down the streets of East
London in those early days I found
myself laughing, and I suppose
people thought I was demented.
It was joy of the Lord, and I had
to ask Him to modify it, for it
seemed as though my soul would
rend my body. Do not, however,
suppose that this is a necessary evi
dence of the Holy Spirit. It may be
an accompaniment.

4. It is not something that de
humanises one, or unfits him for his
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usual work. If a domestic servant

is filled with the Holy Spirit she will
not think herself too good for do
mestic duties. This blessing does
not clog the machinery of life, but
sends us back to the common task

to do it in an uncommon way. And
the maid will get into the corners

and under the mats after she is

filled with the Holy Spirit, as per
haps, she did not before. Also, this
blessing will make men more careful
in their accountancy, and on their
ledgers, than they were before.
And, a man or woman filled with
the Holy Spirit will not go back to
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his church and pose as a spiritual
person, and as superior to his fel
low-members ; he will not become
a schismatic, nor play off his experi
ence against the supposed poorness
of the experience of his brothers and
sisters in Christ. The " fulness '
never leads to self-importance and
display. As it is not a magnifica
tion of the Spirit Himself, it cer
tainly is not a magnification of
oneself.

A Positive Aspect.

Then, as these are things that the
fulness of the Spirit is not and does
not, necessarily, let us now come to
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the positive aspect of the truth in
attempting to answer our question
as to the nature of this experience.
And first, I would say, there is a

great deal of doctrine under cover

of New Testament grammar. Our
text is a fine illustration of this.

Every part of its grammar presents
a definite aspect of the truth.

1. The verb is in the present
tense, " Be filled." Thus, it is not a
blessing we are bidden to look back
to, as the Corinthians are bidden

to look back to the baptism. Nor
is it something to look forward to,
realisable at the coming of Christ.
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But it is something that you and I
may apprehend and enter into now.
It is a piesent blessing.

2. The verb is in the imperative
mood, which implies that this is an
urgent blessing. It is not some
thing that can wait. If it is an
experience which the believer may
know in this life, then, because the
yeai's are few, and the need is great,
the matter is urgent. If you have
never yet been filled with the Holy
Spirit, your obligation is long over
due. Think of what you might
have accomplished in study and ser
vice in the years that are gone, if
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you had obeyed that command!

Think of what you may yet accom
plish in study and service, if you

will obey that command here and

now 1 It is urgent. We urge

upon sinners the acceptance of the

Lord Jesus, on account of the brevi
ty of life, the certainty of judgment,

and the blessedness of salvation.

In like manner are we, who are

Christians, urged, on account of our
wonderful but limited opportunity,
to enter into the experience of that

blessing which alone will give true
significance to life and service.
Christ is expecting us to be filled
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with the Holy Spirit: and if we all
W'ere who are here this morning, it

would affect not only Chicago, but
the United States, and the whole

world. A company such as this
filled with the Spirit would give a
new complexion to current events

and affect the tides of human

history.

3. The verb is in the passive
voice. W^e are not bidden fill our

selves with the Holy Spirit, but " be
filled." Then there must be a
Filler. We are dependent upon
some one else. And that Some
One else is not one of ourselves.
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man or woman, friend or minister.

We may not go to any human priest
for this blessing. We cannot ex
tract it from any church or

denomination. But as the Spirit,
representing Christ, is the content

of the fulness, so, also, is He the
agent of it; therefore, " Be filled by

the Spirit," because for the experi
ence of Christ as Lord in the life,

we are dependent upon Him. And
He is here to bless us in just this
way. The experience, therefore,

is quite definite and must be dis

tinguished from other experiences,
as, for example, that of regenera

tion. We may have very much of
spiritual blessing without having
this.

4. And not only is it definite, but
it is instantaneous* W^e must dis
tinguish in grammar and experience
between the aorist and the present-

progressive. The aorist points to
something done, or to be done
instantly. Some blessings are
entered into at once, and some
progressively. The blessing of
holiness is not instantaneous; and
the blessing of the fulness of the
Spirit is not progressive. On our
part, it is a work of faith and of will.

w
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The will resolving, and faith re
ceiving, and these are not processes,
but instantaneous operations.

5. And it is certain because it

rests on God's unchangeable Word
of promise. By meeting the condi
tion any soul may at once be filled
with the Holy Spirit. All the be
lievers in the upper room on the
day of Pentecost were filled, and
they knew it. The disciples of
whom we read in Acts four were
filled with the Holy .Spirit and knew
it. Stephen was definitely and con
sciously " filled " for the delivery of
the great utterance that led to his
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martyrdom. Ananias was sent tO'
Saul that he might be filled with
the Holy Spirit. Paul was definite
ly and consciously filled to visit
judgment upon Elymas; and we
may be definitely and consciously
filled with that same Holy Spirit
here and now.

We are not called to the expecta
tion of a future blessing, but to the
acceptation of a present blessing:
" Be filled with the Spirit."

Conditions of Blessing.

And yet, the question may still
arise, how? What are the human
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conditions which will make real to
us these promises? I would ans
wer that question in the briefest
way. Forget, for the time being,
that you are students of the Holy
Scriptures, and in service for Christ,
and think of yourselves as men and
women who are in need of the grace
of God, for the conditions of bless-
ing for some, are the conditions for
all.

1. There must be a frank and
full reckoning with sin. Have we
lost, or are we losing the sense of
sin? What is sin? Do we recoil
from it as the child from a snake?
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Is it to us as the filth in which the

sow wallows, and as the vomit of
the dog? These are not my figures,,
but God's. Sin, to-day, is lightly
regarded by a heedless and godless
world, and, too, often also by pro
fessing Christians. We need a new
realisation of sin as awful and ab

horrent, as cursing and damning.
It was sin that put the Son of God
on the cross; and as He hung there,
it was sin that caused the Father

to turn His face from His only-

begotten and well-beloved Son.
Sin is sin. It is not a shadow

where the light should be. It is
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you are working to make a name
and place for your own glory, or,
to glorify God ? And this, and much
besides, is involved in the accep
tance of the will of God. How do

you stand related to it?

3. Then also, there must be a
simple reliance upon God's word of
promise; we must trust Him to lead
us into the realisation of life.

Where this is done, there will be
, manifold results. We shall, for
instance, be at rest. Oh, our fever
ish service ! How we worry about
it! How prematurely old we are
getting because of it! Sometimes

We pray for rest from toil, whereas,
what we need, and may have, is
rest in toil, so that we may accom

plish incredible things, and accom
plish them quietly and restfully.
Such rest is the product of the ful
ness of the Spirit.

And joy is another product, for
the fruit of the Spirit is joy."

Christian joy is not dependent upon
circumstances, for it is beyond their
reach, and is abiding. Happiness
is like the surface of the sea. If

the weather is calm, the water is

quiet, but if storms rage and temp
ests tear the ocean is tossed into
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mountainous billows, yet, in the
depths, there is peace and stillness.
So it is with us; the joy is below,
and the happiness above. The one
is not affected by circumstances,
and the other is. It is only the ful
ness of the Spirit that brings joy.

Another product is love, love for
the Lord, and for all fellow-believ
ers. This is not the love of senti'-

ment or merely natural affection,
but divine love, such as can be shed
abroad in our hearts only by the
Holy Spirit "The fruit of the
Spirit is love" (Galatians v. 22). ,
:  And what shall we say of power?
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There is as ripe scholarship to-day
as there has ever been, and as good

preaching, but there are not the old-
time results. And why? It is
because so many preachers and
teachers are without power. What
We all need is power. How can we

dare go into the ministry at home
or abroad without power ? And

this applies, not only to preaching,
but to all forms of Christian service,
to work at the desk, and in the kit
chen, as well as in the class, and on
the platform. To do our work
with comfort to ourselves, not to

speak of the glory of God, we need
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power, and that is only by the
Holy Spirit.

One other thing, the fulness of
the Spirit will bring you victory.
Countless Christians are daily
fighting a losing battle. Without
the energy of the Spirit they are
constantly at grips with impossible
odds; and from the conflict they
emerge scarred, broken, and almost

•despairing. Occasionally there is
a victory, but the common experi
ence is defeat. Is that true of any
of you? I am here to say that no
man or woman need suffer defeat.

We can have victory all the way,
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and against the greatest odds, until
"We see our Master face to face.

There is no need for any of us to be
Overcome, for we are called to be
overcomers. There is victory

through the risen Christ, and that
victory will be yours when He is
enthroned in your life as Lord, and
His rule administered by the Holy

Spirit.

Why Not Now?

In these last moments before mid
day, you may be facing the greatest
crisis of your spiritual experience,
here in this building of sacred mem-

idiatfiiih
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ories. Thousands of students have

sat where you are sitting. They ■

have passed this way, and are gone
to their life's task, as you too will

do; but how they went, and how

you will go is what matters. The

best knowledge of the Bible can

never be a substitute for the fulness

of the Spirit. You may face that

matter in this room this morning,
and before you go out you may pass
the greatest crisis of your life, the
crisis, not of accepting Jesus as
Saviour, which you have done, but
of letting the Holy Spirit enthrone
Him as absolute Lord and Master
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of your life, so that never again will
you question His authority, or dis
obey His commands. That control
is your supreme need, as it is mine,
snd the need may be supplied.

I know that there is a first filling
of the Holy Spirit which constitutes
3- crisis ■ in the life of a man or

Woman, and life after that experi
ence can never be the same again.
It came to me twenty-four years

3go. Though I look back with
deepest regret over much .'failure
during these years, yet I know that,
in a little room in our home, stand
ing on the edge of Epping Forest,
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East London, God filled me with
His Holy Spirit, and made Christ
Master for the first time in my life.
Life has never been the same since.

May this not be your hour of first

experience, as that was mine ? You
know that God is willing, but, are
you? Will you not say to Him
just now?

" Lord, I ask it, hardly knowing
What this wondrous gift may be.

But fulfil to overflowing.
Thy great meaning let me sec."

If only you will take. He will under
take.

Those of you who will, I invite to
say after me, line by Tine,
" I take the blessed Holy Ghost,

I take the power of Pentecost,
To fill me to the uttermost.
I take; He undertakes."
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